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PROJECT DATA 
Name./Location: A Gathering of the Tribes, East Village, New York City 
Owner: N.A. 
Project Use(s); Tribes is available to the public for use as an art gallery, a 
performance space, a training center and publication house. 

Project Size: 3500 Square Feet Total Development Cost: $10,000 
Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate): $150,000 
Date Initiated: July 14, 1990 Percent Completed by 12/1/06: 100% 

Application submitted by: Kenya Mitchell Title: Grant Writer 
Organization: A Gathering of the Tribes 
Address: 285 East Third St, 2"d fl City/Stateizlp New York, NY 10009 
Telephone: (212) 222-9018 Fax: (212) 674-5576 
E-mail: kenya.mitchell@gmail.com 
Weekend Contact Number (for notification): (212) 222-9018 

Key Participants 

Organization Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

Public Agencies: 
NY City Council Councilwoman Rosie Mendez (212) 677-10n 
rosie.mendez@council.nyc.ny.us 

NY State Council on the Arts Kathleen Masterson (212) 741-2622 
kmasterson@ nysca.org 

Developer: 
A Gathering of the Tribes Steve Canno.n (212) 674-8262 
lnfo@trlbes.org 

Community Group: 
East. 3"' St. Block Association Kate Mlkullak (917) 903-8993 
temporarykate@hotmail.com 

Other 
Independent Artist Louis Di Russo (917) 25G-
7550 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. 
(Check all that apply). 
_ Direct Mailing _ Magazine Advertisement _ Previous RBA entrant 
_Professional X Online Notice Previous Selection Committee member 



Organization Bruner/Loeb Forum Other (please specify) 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or 
make available for reproduction or use by others, and to post on the Bruner 
Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the 
applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached 
materials and to grant these ri hts and permissions. 

Signature: -~ 
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ABSTRACT 
Project Name: A Gathering of the Tribes 
Address City/State/ZIP: 285 E. 3n1 St, 2"d Fl, New York, NY 10009 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 
A Gathering of the Tribes' mission is to satisfy the East Village's appetite 

for artistry by showcasing new creative paradigms from emerging and 
established artists. While providing various genres of art for the neighborhood, 
Tribes works to elevate the quality of life for talented yet struggling artists from 
the East Village and beyond. To learn more about Tribes' extensive community 
activities, please review the enclosed press package. 

Currently, Tribes' most pressing long-term goal is renovating the gallery so 
that it will include onsite and online libraries, making this community space one of 
a kind in New York City. Tribes' immediate goals focus on continuing monthly art 
exhibitions, film presentations, musical performances, magazine publication, 
book publication and poetry readings on a schedule. Tribes also strives to 
continue participation in annual community events as well as holding it's own 
annual events, particularly the Charlie Parker Festival. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? 

A Gathering of the Tribes is a public space that was literally built from the 
ashes of a residential fire by the hands of community members, making it a 
perfect recipient of the Rudy Bruner Award. Moreover, Tribes continually gives 
back to the people who created it by continually holding art events for East 
Villagers and all New Yorkers. Tribes sends intellectuals to elementary schools 
for fun, informative activities, and opens its doors to high school and college 
interns for on the job training. Tribes works in conjunction with other community 
organizations to bring The Howl (a festival which commemorates Allen 
Ginsberg's famous poem about the East Village) and Charlie Parker Festivals to 
the neighborhood annually. 

Director Steve Cannon and many affiliates of the organization hail from or 
have lived in New Orleans. This ·is why Tribes immediately acted to give aid to 
New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, holding a series of benefits 
with other community organizations that featured Tribes' most prolific affiliates, 
particularly Toni Morrison. These benefits raised a total of $20,000 for the 
residents of New Orleans. 

In addition to this local and national assistance, Tribes also caters to the 
global community by presenting multilingual and multicultural media worldwide 
via the web and artists exchanges. Tribes offers a home away from home to 
traveling artists on strict budget. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

· 1. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, significant trade
offs were required to implement the project? 

Championing community excellence through the arts and diversity is at the 
core of everything done at Tribes. This value grew to reflect a diverse community 
that worked to nurture itself after being ravaged by violence and drugs during the 
80s. It is through the arts that East Village residents transformed violence 
actions into intellectual ones. 

The trade offs that were experienced to create this space were major, but 
done in the spirit of giving. Individuals in the neighborhood took it upon 
themselves to rebuild Steve Cannon's fire ravaged home. In turn, Cannon 
offered his home to help the artistic community in a gesture of thanks. To keep 
the organization running, community members donated their money and 
business skills while lending personal assistance to Cannon, who is blind. 
Cannon, a former professor at Hunter College of New York, worked tirelessly, 
dedicating his expertise and personal time to keeping the organization focused, 
lucrative and growing. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? Please include relevant 
information on urban context. 

Tribes has impacted the east Village by raising literacy through outreach 
programs, offering a forums for intellectual leaders to speak, bringing fine arts to 
the community, employing members of the community, as well as offering a 
communal meeting place for community organizations. 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community 
participation where appropriate. 

The crucial element that developed this project was maintaining 
community invplvement in all the decision making for Tribes. The key to making 
community participation happen was getting the community members who 
suggested ideas for events to do the work needed to implement each project. 
Everything Tribes has accomplished in the last 15 years, from scheduling 
musicians to writing grants, is due to community volunteerism. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and 
square foot costs where applicable. 

Initially, A Gathering of the Tribes was financed entirely through personal 
donations. Fortunately, during that time the organization did not have to pay rent 
because Steve Cannon owned the building. As time progressed, the 
organization obtained 501 (c) 3 status and began receiving substantial 



contributions from artists like David Hammons, a Macarthur Award Fellow, and 
philanthropic organizations. Currently, Tribes receives magazine funding from 
NYSCA and the Kreft Foundation, The Gerome Foundation funds poetry 
workshops and readings, Councilwoman Rosie Mendez funds the Charlie Parker 
Festival through discressionary funds, and day to day costs are paid by a grant 
from the Andy Warhol Foundation. Fundraisers, events and art sales pay for 
Tribes' remaining costs. 

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the 
model adaptable to other urban settings? 

Tribes in unique in the sense that it is an organization that serves the 
community that was created by the community it serves. Tribes combats the lack 
of community cohesion that is currently undermining urban American culture. 
Tribes' organization model could be easily transferred to any urban setting 
around the globe because the organization's success rests on feeding 
community creativity and self-sufficiency. 



DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if 
needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used 
and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and 
the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. This sheet is to be filled out by 
the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which did. 

Nameffitle: Steve Cannon , Execut ive Di recto r of A Gatheri ng of the Tribes 

Organization Telephone: (212) 674-8262 

Address : 285 E 3'd St, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10009-8373 

Fax (212) 674- 3778 E-mail: info@tribes . org 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or 
use by others, for any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full 
power and authority to submit the applica;~tached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature t/ ~ 
1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. 

I created A Gathering of the Tribes as a gift to the community in 1990 when, after 
arsonists burned my house, my artistic neighbors rebuilt my home. I oversaw the 
complete reconstruction of the building, the creation of the first issue of the magazine, 
the initiation of opening the gallery space, and recruitment of artists and performers to 
use the space. 

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? 

While developing Tribes, I devoted most of my finances and personal time to ensuring 
this project would get off of the ground. I learned to share my personal living space with 
the community for the betterment of the neighborhood. Initially had to deal with 
overcrowding and loud noise in the house. Conversely, volunteers had to be willing to 
give me personal assistance during my first years of blindness and work without 
payment to make the various projects happen. 

3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

Initially th is project was funded by personal loans I took against my retirement, and 
donations from David Hammons and other neighborhood artists. I also bartered with 
repair people, offering them a home in exchange for work. Some repair people from the 
neighborhood worked for less than their regular rate, as a favor to the organization. All 
of the artists who created the first magazine issue completely volunteered their time. 

). 



How did the economic impacts of this project on the community compare with or differ from. other projects you have 

been involved in? 

Tribes is a neighborhood hotspot, a magnet for no-cost socialization. When compared 
to other organizations in the neighborhood, Tribes draws three times the average 
number of participants to events. This high rate of participation increases the number of 
clientele for other businesses in the neighborhood. Quite often, when people come to 
the Gallery for an event, they make a night of their outing, visiting restaurants, 
nightclubs, and other galleries in close proximity. In fact, Tribes works with community 
businesses, advertising the diverse offerings of the East Village to Tribes patrons at our 

weekly events. 

What about this project would be instructive to other developers? 

Tribes' ability to be in constant communication with clients and powerful individuals in 
our field is the prime characteristic to emulate. Sharing key information with cultural 
minded individuals about the newest happenings within the arts helps Tribes and it's 
affiliates stay on the cutting edge in the art world. 



PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the 
application forms if needed. If possible, answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be 
preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided on the original form. This sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency (ies) 
who were directly involved in the financing, design review, or public approvals that affected this project. · 

Name Rosie Mendez 
Title Councilwoman, Manhattan District 2 
Organization Telephone (212) 677-1077 
Address City/State/ZIP 374 S 5th St, #504, NY NY 10003 
Fax (212) 677-1990 
E-mail: Rosie.Mendez@council.nyc.ny.us 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for 
reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants 
that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to 
grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of 
this project by your agency 
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

My office gave Tribes $3,000 in City Council local discretionary funding for the Charlie 
Parker Festival, a week-long celebration of the great jazz musician and local resident. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit t your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to 
implement the project? How did your agency participate in making them? 

The CPF highlights the talents of local musicians, poets, and artists. There were no 
trade-offs or compromises required to implement the project. 

3. Describe the project's impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. 

Tribe's 2006 Charlie Parker Festival made community members, particularly those of the 
younger generation, aware of Charlie Parker's contributions to the East Village when he 
was a resident. The block party Tribes held at the end of the month long festivities 
brought the spirits of creativity and cohesion to the neighborhood. Moreover, the 
Charlie Parker Festival employed forty musicians, twenty poets and twenty fine artists 
during the course of the month. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that 
would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 



The former Councilwoman funded the CPF, so my funding of the project was not a new 
thing. I think it would be a good thing if other City Council offices funded community
based arts festivals in their districts, which I'm sure many already do. 

, 5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

I was impressed with Tribe's ability to bring the community together during CPF, and 
their focus on local artists is great. I was not involved enough in the project to have much 
insight on its success, but from the block party I attended, I thought it was a great 
success. 

J 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies 
of the application forms if needed. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or 
written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a 
separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and 
the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form . 
Name Kathleen Masterson 
Title Director, Literature Program 
New York State Council on the Arts 
Organization Telephone (212) 741 2622 
Address City/State/ZIP 
NYSCA Literature Program 
175 Varick Street 
New York, NY 10014 
Fax (212 ) 620 5676 
E-mail kmasterson@nvsca.org 

w -
New York State 
Council on the Arts 

Kathleen Masterson 
Director 
Literature Program 

175 Varick Street. 2nd Floor 
New York, NY 10014-4604 
(212) 741-2622 Fax: (212) 620-5676/5911 
E-Mail: kmasterson@nysca.org 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation penn iss ion to use, reproduce, or make 
avai lable for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever, the materials 
submitted. The appli.cant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to 
submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and 
penrusswns. 
Signature~J-· ~ 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any 
requirements made of this project by your agency (e.g., zoning, public parti.cipation, 
public benefits, impact statements). 

Fon many years, the New York State Counci l on the Arts (NYSCA) Literature Program has 
provided funding for A Gathering of the Tribes in the categories ofBook Publication, Literary 
Magazine Publication, and Public Programs (author readings). For the current year Tribes has 
received $2500 for book publication, $2500 for magazine publication, and $1,575 for public 
programs. Grant applications to NYSCA are judged by a panel of professionals in the field of 
literature on the following critetia: arti stic and programmatic quality; relationship of activity to 
organizational mission ; managerial and fiscal competence; service to the public; nature and extent 
of programmatic interpretation, education or orientation for the public; availability of comparable 
services in the area; extent of other available revenue and public and/or private support. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises 
were required to implement the project? How did your agency participate in making 
them? 

NYSCA funding towards Tribes' projects is intended to enrich the artistic life of the Lower East 
Side and the state ofNew York, fostering a strong literary community in which professional 
writers are paid for their services and their work is presented to the public. Under the dynamic 
leadership of Steve Cannon, Tribes has been an important presence in the New York art scene. 
Its publications have consistently featured high caliber artists of many genres, often debuting new 
talents (alongside well-established names) who then go on to much success. For many of these 



artists, whose work is considered to be outside the mainstream, the support ofTribes is 
invaluable. Tribes is a model of cultural and artistic diversity, and a stable presence in the 
constantly evolving artistic community of the Lower East Side. 

3. Describe the project's impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. 

The cultural landscape of the city would not be the same without Tribes. The organization has 
brought the work of diverse writers of excellent caliber to the attention of the public through its 
publications and readings. It has reached out to New York's artistic community to publicize its 
efforts, advertising in industry publications as well as local bulletin boards, and translating 
announcements into the multiple languages spoken in the neighborhood. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects 
of this project that would be instructive to agencies like yours in other cities? 

NYSCA's funding of Tribes' activities does not represent a new grant-making model for our 
agency. It is project-based funding. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The least successful aspect of Tribes' activities is its administrative capacity. Like many non
profit organizations, Tribes operates with only one full-time staff member, its founder. 
Additional experienced and paid full-time staff members who could be retained long-term on the ,. 
managerial side would significantly increase Tribes' ability to compete for funding. This 
weakness is balanced by:Tribes' strengths on the project side: consistentartistic quality, 
commitment to working with diverse writers and audiences, and dedicated outreach to its 11 . 

surrounding community and the artistic community at large. 

l 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies 
of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are 
not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length 
of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 
This sheet is to be fi Ued out by someone who was involved, or represents an 
organization that was involved, in helping the project respond 
to neighborhood issues. 

N arne: Kate Mikuliak 
Title: secretary 
Organization: East 3rd Street Block Association (E3CD) 
Telephone: (917) 903-8993 
Address: 374 S 5th St, #23 
City/State/ZIP: Brooklyn, NY 11211 
Fax () . 
E-mail: Temporarykate@hotmail.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make 
available for reproduction or use by others, for 
any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the 
applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature -~~~ 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? 
What role did you play? 

Steve Cannon was one of the founding members ofE3CD. I learned a lot about Tribes 
and the great work they show through his participation in E3CD. When the weather 
turned cold, he did not hesitate to open his gallery space to the community for meetings, 
and we used this space once a month, all winter long. We also had our first holiday party 
there, which was really nice in the gallery with all the pieces of artwork displayed. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this 
project? 
E3CD never really addressed much regarding Tribes, except a street light that went out in 
front of the building that needed to be replaced. 3rd Street is facing two major problems: 
the loss of affordable housing, and influx of social service facilities. Tribes is one of the 



remaining institutions, along with a few churches on the block, that has survived the 
recent gentrification of the Lower East Side. 

3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the 
project? How did your organization participate in 
making them? 
Tribes has been around a LOT longer than E3CD, so if anything they were very helpful 
in helping us develop!. There were no trade-offs or compromises from working with 
Tribes, they were always gracious and willing hosts. 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 
Tribe's gallery is a gem on third street! Having an art gallery tucked away in an old 
building on the block really gives the street some more East Village flavor. Not to 
mention the deck that overlooks a beautiful backyard space. 

Tribes has always. been so helpful to us, and makes us feel part of the gallery, as if the 
community belonged there. I especially like how Steve has always invited the women 
from the shelter across the street to come and see the artwork; he always made them feel 
very involved on the block. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you 
went through? 
No. Steve has a wonderful gallery. 



OTHER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use 
photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, answers to all 
questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not 
used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded 
by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be 
limited to the area provided on the original form. 

Name: Louis DiRusso Title: Independent Artist 
Telephone: (917) 250·7557 
Address City/State/ZIP: 317 East 3ra St #2, New York, NY 10009 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or 
make available for reproduction or use by others, for any purpose whatsoever, 
the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power 
and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant 
these rights and permissions. 

I 
Signature / ntv 
1. What role did you pi in the development of this project? 

I am a neighborhood artist that has helped Tribes with various 
projects (from repairs to the space to promoting events) since Tribes' 
inception. In turn, Tribes constantly offers me opportunities to showcase 
my art. i am also a member of the block association that Tribes helped to 
establish. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please 
be as specific as possible. 

Over the years, Tribes has housed homeless artists for extended 
periods of time, invited residents from the battered women's shelter on our 
block to all events, prepared neighborhood students for the working world, 
exposed residents of the local housing projects to art and literature, and 
gave a voice to unrecognized artists. 

More recently, Tribes helped create a block association that would 
fight to save our community gardens from development and face other 
community problems. Tribes' Director Steve Cannon guided the block 
association as we maneuvered through coordinating finances, events, 
meetings, and publicity. 

In short, Tribes helped transform the East Village, a neighborhood 
compared to Beirut in the 80s that was by television show 60 Minutes, Into 
a thriving cosmopolitan area. 



3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the 
project? Did you participate in making them? 

In the early years, volunteering services when working for Tribes was 
a common practice. This was the only trade off I experienced. Tribes has 
been accommodating In every other way. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this 
project? 

The most successful aspect of Tribes is Its ability to unify a diverse 
group of people. It Is through this unification that Tribes Is able to 
constantly present exciting exhibits and events that the neighborhood 
craves. The least successful aspect Is Tribes' ability to retain employees. 
Once Tribes has a higher level of funding, this problem will be solved and 
give Tribes the ability to bring their outreach services to a higher level. 















New York, May 31 , 2004 

Hello Folks: 

As we all know, Art is born of necessity, and in this age of 
globalization and total integration, a Gathering of the Tribes is 
founded on the principle of excellence of the arts through 
"diversity." 
Here at A Gathering of the Tribes, our doors are always open 
to the folks who wish to express themselves and join with us 
in the arts in the spirit of diversity, in the hopes that we and 
the world will join together to celebrate the arts. 
So ENJOY! if you find time to join in with us as artists to 
express the self and the diversity of the arts, as Duke would 
have it, Love You Madly! 

Steve Cannon 
Director 



the Tribes 

The Charlie Parker Festival 

Recognition for Tribes' Programming 

Profile of Steve Cannon 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg 

and the Community 





A GATHERlNG OF THE TRrBES 

A Gathering of the Tribes is an arts and cultural organization dedicated to excellence in the arts from a diverse per
spective. Located on the Lower East Side of New York City, Tribes has been in existence since 1991. In that year, 
Steve Cannon, poet, playwright, novelist, and retired professor from the City University of New York, converted a por
tion of his apartment into an informal salon. Despite his loss of eyesight to glaucoma, he encouraged the exchange 
of alternative points of view traditionally overlooked by mainstream media. The ideas raised in the discussions served 
as inspiration to the pieces later published in A Gathering of the Tribes Magazine. 

In 1993, a further transformation of the space by Dora Espinoza, a Peruvian photographer, produced Tribes Gallery. 
Since then, Tribes has evolved into a performance venue and meeting place for artists and audiences to come togeth
er across all artistic disciplines, all levels of complexity, and all definitions of difference. In this pan-disciplinary, multi
cultural environment, artists exchange ideas, create peer relationships and find mentorship. Through Tribes' publica
tions, readers encounter a unique synthesis of literature, visual art, criticism and interviews with promising artists of 
all kinds. In an attempt to attract a wider audience for these artists, Tribes additionally organizes an annual outdoor 
event - The Charlie Parker Festival - to engage members of the community who have seldom, if ever, attended liter
ary or artistic events. 

Tribes History 

Tribes was conceived as a venue for underexposed artists, as well as a networking center and locus for the develop
ment of new talent. 

The formation of Tribes was motivated by the thriving artistic community in and around the Lower East Side: poetry at 
The Nuyorican Poets Cafe; performances and plays at the Living Theater; activist art at Bullet Space; as well as hun
dreds of artists trying to find and develop a voice in their medium and a place in which their work might be appreciated. 

Housed in a historic federal house built by the founder of The Nation magazine (Hamilton Fish), Tribes is located on 
East 3rd Street between Avenues C and D. 

The space houses administrative offices, a gallery, and a salon where artists of all kinds can drop in and connect with 
each other and the organization. Operating on an annual budget of approximately $150,000, Tribes employs a full
and part-time staff of four, in addition to a gallery adjunct staff of one Director, one Secretary and six freelance cura
tors. Consultants, grant writers, and interns, work on specific projects for various components of the organization, as 
needed. 

American Dream Boy, copper-tone print, from Multiple Exposures, by Mica, Tribes Gallery solo exhibit, 1994. 

5 
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A GATHERING OF THE TRIBES M AGAZINE 

AOatheringofthe 11alll991 

TRIBES 

Cover by David Hammons, Tribes Magazine, issue #1 

Founded in 1991, Tribes has published ten issues of its 
magazine, which features a groundbreaking combination of 
poetry, fiction, reviews, essays on the arts, interviews with 
artists of all media, and visual art. This unique cross-disci
plinary approach is as central to the organization's mission 
as the diversity of its contributors and audience. 

The magazine is distributed as far away as China, Japan, 
New Zealand, Bolivia and Nigeria, and is used as a text in 
various colleges and universities. 
Domestically, it can be found in independent bookstores, 
museum bookstores (The Whitney and the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York) , as well as nationally through 
Tower Books, Barnes & Noble , and Borders Books. In 
addition, selections from the magazine are available 
online. The cover of the magazine has featured such inter
nationally renowned artists such as Patty Chang, Gordon 
Parks and David Hammons. 

Featured poets and artists have included the 2003 poet 
laureate of Queens Hal Sirowitz, the 2001 Guggenheim 
fellowship recipient Jessica Hagedorn, Barbara Chase
Riboud, Audre Lorde, Wynton Marsalis , Ann Hamilton , 
Kiki Smith, Amiri Baraka, Hattie Jones , Gwendolyn Brooks , 
Bel l Hooks, Ishmael Reed , Quincy Troupe, Barbara Karen 
Yamachita, Sekou Sundiata, Reg E Gaines , and Maggie 
Estep. In total, approximately 550 writers and artists have 
appeared on its pages. 

In 1995, A Gathering of the Tribes was recognized for 
excellence with the American Small Press Magazine 
Award's 2nd Place Prize. Tribes publishes a wide variety 
of different artistic styles and provides a forum for nation
al names such as those listed above as well as for emerg
ing artists and those who have been excluded from tradi 
tional venues. Known or unknown, Tribes contributors 
speak directly to the reader on current issues with clarity. 



Cover by Ari Marcopolos, Tribes Magazine, issue #2 Cover by AI Loving, Tribes Magazine, issue# 3 Cover by Tom McGlynn, Tribes Magazine, issue#4 

Cover by Kim Dinkle, Tribes Magazine, issue #5 Cover by Joe Overstree~ Tribes Magazine, issue # 6 Cover by Gordon Parks, Tribes Magazine, issue # 7 

Cover by David Hammons, Tribes Mgazine, issue# 8 Cover by Patty Chang, Tribes Magazine, issue #9 Cover by Peter Hildebrand, Tribes Magazine, issue# 10 
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A WOMAN NAILED TO A CROSS. CONTRARY TO POPULAR OPINION, SHE IS NOT BLEEDING. 

A WOMAN SUSPENDED IN A RED VOID. HER LEGS ARE SPREAD, THE PALMS OF HER HANDS UP ... IN A GESTURE OF ... SUPPLICATION? 

BESEECHING? 

IS SHE SCREAMING OR LAUGHING? HER LEGS ARE CROSSED, TIGHT, FOLDED, CLOSED. WHAT IS POSSIBLE IS NOT VISIBLE. SHE POURS 

HOT WAX ON HER BALD, BENT HEAD. SHE HOWLS EVEN WHEN SHE SLEEPS. SHE'S A SCAMMER, A TH IEF, THE EMPRESS OF SORROW, 

THE QUEEN OF SELF-PITY. SHE PAINTS EVERYTHING GOLD: THE STOVE, THE REFRIGERATOR, THE RADIO, THE BED, THE PLATES, AND 

THE SI LVER. MIDASIAN MEDEA THE MEDUSA A CLUSTER OF SPIKES NOT SNAKES. 

HER CROWN OF THORNS. 

DISSATISFIED WITH HER ROLE AS SPECTATOR, BORED OUT OF HER GOURD, SHE CAUSES SCENES AND CREATES SPECTACLES. 

IN ONE VERSION, A BLACK MAN, ALSO PAINTED GOLD, HANGS DEAD FROM A TREE. IT'S A PROVOCATIVE IMAGE, A CRASH COURSE 

THAT'S GOT TONGUES WAGGING. IS THE BLACK MAN IN COLLUSION? A PERFORMER OR A LIFE-SIZE MANNEQUIN? A SELL-OUT OR A 

VISIONARY? 

EXACTLY THREE FEET AWAY, SHE HAS SET A TABLE FOR ONE WITH A LACE CLOTH, PLATE, FORK, KN IFE, SOUP SPOON, TEASPOON, GOB

LET, AND GOLD LAME NAPKIN. A SHIMMER OF GOLD DUST SPRAYED ON EVERYTHI NG WE SEE, THE HANGMAN'S NOOSE A GHASTLY 

CHANDELI ER. 

THEN THE SNAP IS SHOT, THE VIDEO VIDEOED, THE AUDIO TAPED & LOOPED, THE LAUGH & APPLAUSE TRACKS CUED UP, THE NIGHT

MARE PERMANENTLY INSTALLED. 

IF HE'~ PAINTED GOLD, HOW ARE WE SUPPOSED TO KNOW HE'S BLACK? 

YOU'LL KNOW. 

A STILL FROM "DUEL IN THE SUN" STARRING JENNIFER JONES AS HALF- BREED IS BLOWN-UP SO BIG, HER IMAGE IS LOST IN A BLUR OF 

DOTS AND GRAIN. FOR THIS MOVIE, THE ACTRESS' SKIN HAS BEEN STAINED WITH WALNUTS. THE ROLE IS TYPICAL. WE FORGIVE HER 

--SHE TRIES HARD TO BE FIERY, TO SMOLDER WITH PASSION AS SHE TORMENTS GREGORY PECK AND ... WHO WAS THAT OTHER GUY? 

ELVIS PRESLEY AS HALF-BREED WITH BLUE EYES IN "FLAMING STAR." MARLON BRAN DO IN "TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON." THAT'S 

EASY-- BUT EVEN MORE CONFUSING AND INFURIATING, RICARDO MONTALBAN IN "SAYONARA." A MEXICAN PLAYING JAPANESE-- BUT 

THEN AGAIN, TOSHIRO MIFUNE USED TO ACT IN MEXICAN MOVIES. AS A MEXICAN. IN MEXICO. 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? 

THERE'S A WOLF IN PIMP'S CLOTHING LEERING AT CARMEN MIRANDA IN A CAFE. IT'S THE LOUP GAROU KID, THE LOOP GARROT, THE 

COYOTE HYENA JACKAL WHO INVADES YOUR DREAMS. MAYBE IT'S NOT A CAFE, BUT A SMOKY CABARET IN POST-WAR BERLIN . THE 

BERLIN OF DIETRICH --THAT'S ALWAYS A RELIABLE IMAGE, ISN'T IT? 

EASY. 

WHO GIVES A SHIT? EASY IS OKAY-- OKAY TO STRIVE TO BE ACCESSIBLE, RELIABLE, EASY -

WHO'S THE REAL SNOB? THE BOOOGEE-BRAT? 

ANYWAY. 

CARMEN IS BENT OVER, WH ILE A DONKEY DRESSED LIKE A MAN FUCKS HER FROM BEHIND. WE'RE IN TIJUANA. IT'S 

1958, A MAN IN A PITH HELMET IS TAKING PICTURES AND MEASURING THE DONKEY'S ENORMOUS . 

WHAT COLOR IS HE? 

DONKEY, MAN, OR ANTHROPOLOGIST? 

WHITE, OF COURSE. 

AH HA. 

DOES THAT MAKE IT ACCEPTABLE? 

AND WHAT ABOUT CARMEN? 

MIRANDA? 

AH HA. 



DOES THAT MAKE IT PAINFUL? 

WHAT? 

WATCH OUT YOU DON'T START. 

WHAT? 

SOUNDING LIKE EVERYONE ELSE. 

WHO? 

THOSE PEOPLE YOU DESPISE. 

AH HA. 

TELL ME. 

AGAIN? 

AGAIN. 

THE WOMAN NAILED TO A CROSS -

FROM THE BEGINNING. 

JESSICA HAGEDORN 
A Work in Progress, 1991 

Tribes Magazine, issue # 1, 1991 

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow by Noritishi Hirakawa, Tribes Magazine, issue # 9 
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Elizabeth Strawberry Jam Blood, C print, from Idolatry, by Nikki Johnson, Tribes Gallery solo exhibit, 2003 

What happens 
when a woman's time breaks 

before childbirth? 
My clock was broken 

before I was born 
Frenzy is my muse but I'm 

trying to find another 
Frenzy is my muse 

but I'm looking for a mother 

Sarah Ferguson 
Tribes Magazine, issue # 5 

Untitled, ciba-chrome by Trace Rosel, Manipulated Photography, Tribes Gallery group exhibit, 1993 
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REVIEWS 

"ALCATRAZ IS NOT AN ISLAND" 

A one-hour public television documentary by Independent Television Service 
Review by Diane Burns 

Awarded the Best Documentary Feature at the American Indian Film Festival, 2001 
Taos Talking Pictures Festival, 
Official selection for the 2001 Sundance Film Festival. 
Written by James M. Fortier, Jon Plutte and Mike Yearling, 
with Dr. Troy Johnson & Millie Ketcheshawno 
Director: James M. Fortier (Metis/Ojibway) 
Producer: Jon Plutte 
Executive Producer: Millie Ketcheshawno (Muskoke) 
Associate Producer and Historical Consultant: Dr. Troy Johnson 
Edited by Mike Yearling 
Narrator:Benjamin Bratte, with additional vocal by Wayquay 

Sociologists tell us Native Americans laugh more when they are in a group than any other people in the world. What 
do people with the highest suicide rates, the most extreme levels of poverty and the highest infant mortality rates have 
to laugh about? I believe it is the ability to turn the tables that gives us our joie de vivre. 

For instance, let's talk football. In the early days of the game, rule books had to be rewritten when a team of Native 
Americans took advantage of a loophole by appearing to play with every one of their players wearing what seemed 
to be a hunchback. The rule book did not specify that the game ball had to be inflated , and deflated balls hidden in 
a player's back were rushed invisibly to the goal. 



That the United States has practiced genocide against the Native population is so evident it can hardly raise a blush 
on Uncle Sam's cheeks. One of the more insidious, invidious methods used in the 1950's and '60's was the Relocation 
Program. It was designed to destroy the tribes completely. Indian families were promised a free trip to the city, a place 
to live when they got there, jobs and vocational training, and better educational opportunities. In practice, it often 
meant a bus ticket to an alien metropolis with no follow-up and no way to return home. 

As with the Indian Boarding Schools (where children as young as five were forcibly removed from their homes to far
away schools where they were not allowed to speak their own languages or practice their religions), the Relocation 
Program backfired. Native nationals were forced to speak a common language (English} and were confronted with the 
same problems. Instead of assimilating and joining the mainstream, they grouped even more tightly and forged a new 
Pan-Indian consciousness. They transcended the old barriers to consolidation and cooperation such as different lan
guages, religions and locales. Dine, Lakota, Papago and Cherokees found common ground in a common enemy. I'm 
often asked if I prefer to be called Native American or American Indian. I am Anishinabe, a human being (all others, 
of course, being suspect), also known as Chippewa in the United States and Ojibway in Canada. We identify our
selves by our national identity, not the appellation pasted on top of an entire hemisphere of people. 

The takeover of Alcatraz Island (1969-1971) blended the desperate struggle for survival with the sly humor and inven
tiveness of the new consolidated Indian America. The 1868 Fort Laramie Treaty with the Sioux Nation contains an 
agreement that abandoned federal property could be reclaimed by Indian people. Using this as a basis, Alcatraz was 
too powerful a symbol to ignore. Just beyond the Golden Gate to America, the former prison had uncomfortably many 
similarities to Indian reservations: no running water, too small a landbase to support its population, dangerous condi
tions (a ten-year old child was killed in a fall during the occupation), nearly universal unemployment, and so on. 

The video was awarded the Best Documentary Feature at the American Indian Film Festival, 2001 Taos Talking 
Pictures Festival, and was an official selection for the 2001 Sundance Film Festival. The video succeeds admirably in 
presenting the complicated background of the takeover and the issues it confronted. With humor and passion the par
ticipants convey their reasons for the take-over. The video takes advantage of the spectacular San Francisco scenery, 
juxtaposing the bleak Rock in its magnificent natural setting. Using footage and stills from the time and interviews with 
contemporary Native speakers, the significance of the occupation becomes stunningly clear. Not just talking heads, 
these Indians of today provide an outsider with a feeling of inclusion while astonishing with the diversity of their occu
pations, their looks, and their ability to extrapolate current action from the symbolism Alcatraz provided. 

The music provides a beginners' sampler to the diversity to be found in the neglected field of Native American music 
(although I wish they'd been able to squeeze in the Yuk-a-day Singers). Traditional drums blend seamlessly with con
temporary sounds. 

My great-uncle was a judge in Tribal Court. He often had to preside over cases of non-Indian poachers illegally shoot
ing game out of season and on Indian lands. These hunters usually had a superior attitude, since, as my uncle 
explained to them, the judge had no power to detain or punish anyone who was not Indian. He would then go into 
tedious detail the paper trail he would have to follow to determine the hunter before him was actually not under the 
jurisdiction of the tribe. "You could be Indian and lying about it," he'd say. "We can hold you as long as we believe you 
might be lndian"--then, my favorite part--"or you could just pay the fine." He'd turn to his bailiff and say, "How long 
does it take to contact the Bureau of Indian Affairs and get a reply again?" He nearly always got the poachers to pay 
the fine. 

The images of Native Americans in history present a dazzling collage--from small pox-infected blankets to Ira Hayes 
lifting the American flag over lwo Jima--and Alcatraz will always stand as a symbol for American Indians of the con
solidated power of hundreds of groups of human beings struggling to maintain their identities politically and culturally. 
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Good Word 

begged mohammad for his help 

he let me know he don't deal with no whores 

told him i was a virgin 

but you got the heart of a whore, he said 

begged solomon to put in a good word with fate 

he said i'd have to marry him 

replied that i was saving myself 

for another prophet 

too bad he don't deal with no virgins 

on my knees i pleaded to jesus 

sorry i only deal with virgins or whores 

well was born a virgin and plan to be a whore 

i promised already 

got my two marys he called over his shoulder 

buddha wasn't down with my troubles 

he couldn't understand my intimacy problems 

osiris couldn't hang with me 

cause my temple didn't hang right 

jehovah wasn't even trying to hear me 

i was too far back on line 

jah told me to smoke my trials away 

but my lungs were too small for his divine high 

my knees were bloody 

from kneeling forever 

pages of all the holy books 

stained my hands red my eyes 

burned from the incense in all those temples 

blood of all the holy wars stained my hands red 

my eyes burned from the incense 

in all those temples 

blood of all the holy wars stained my hands red 

the prayer rugs were frayed and soiled 

prayer beads were loose on the floor slipping me up 

no communion baptism nile libation 

ain't no ritual around to cleanse me of these demands 

the prophets gotta pay the rent 

they gotta get off too 

the messengers gotta do what they gotta do 

they gotta pimp and scheme just like we do 

then they come to me asking for a good word 

Suheir Hammad 

Tribes Magazine, issue # 7 
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TRIBES GALLERY 

The gallery at Tribes mounts a new show every month. Each exhibition embraces different media and themes - from photographs celebrating jazz to 
high-tech installations evoking dystopia. Criteria for the selection of artists include artistic excellence, a vision that grows out of a sense of community, and 
innovative use of material or treatment of subject. The gallery mixes mature artists with emerging artists, often displaying work that would not be seen in 
mainstream galleries, such as the small-scale cutting edge works challenging the art establishment. Up until the present, the gallery has featured artists 
from Chile, China, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Germany, Israel, Peru, Russia, Japan, Scandinavia, Senegal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, and 
as well as a wide range of artists from across the country, all continents except for Australia and Antarctica. At the same time, shows originating at Tribes 
have traveled from coast to coast and over the Atlantic to exhibit at other galleries. In total, the gallery has shown over 500 artists in group and individual 
exhibitions. In the summer, works of artists who have few artistic credits are showcased as a way to continue its dedication to promoting emerging talent. 
Some of the emerging artists that Tribes has featured over the years have since gone on to build successful careers, including Mireia Sentis, who recent
ly co-curated a show featuring five American artists from diverse backgrounds in Barcelona; Greg Coates, a professor of art at Cooper Union and the 
School of Visual Arts; Cuffee Curtis, a formerly homeless artist, whose debut show at Tribes included a piece that was purchased for the permanent col-



Woodstock 1994, silver gelatin print by Michael Ackerman, Woodstock 1969/1994, Tribes Gallery group exhibit, 1994 

lection of the Los Angeles County Museum; and Randy Bloom, who debuted at Tribes and whose work is now in the World Bank collection, Also, wthe 
gallery have shown John Coplans, David Hammons, Jerry Uelsman, Patty Chang, Andrew Castrucci, Ana Busto, among other artists. 
For the past 10 years the gallery mounts a new show every month. Each exhibition embraces different media and themes- from photographs celebrating 
jazz to high-tech installations. Criteria for the selection of artists include artistic excellence, a vision that grows out of a sense of community, and innova
tive use of material or treatment of subject. The gallery mixes mature artists with emerging artists, often displaying work that would not be seen in main
stream galleries, such as the small-scale cutting edge works challenging the art establishment. 
Each show opens with a reception to which media, critics and the public are invited. On occasion, a panel discussion or artist's talk supplements the exhi
bition. Tribes kicked off 2001 with a successful panel discussion about art and technology in the post-modern age, which fostered debate amongst outside 
curators of new media art from the Whitney, Guggenheim, and the MOMA. The gallery's shows have been reviewed domestically in The New York Times, 
Time Out, NY Arts, and El Diario; and internationally in publications in Yugoslavia, Spain, Turkey, Italy, Germany and in the French edition of Time 
Magazine. After a show opens, the gallery is open to the public for viewing from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. from Monday to Saturday. 
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Nude, silver gelatin print, by Thomas Page, Self Nude, Tribes Gallery group exhibit, 1994 
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Amadou's New York 

Because the sun is selling cancer 
Because the moon is selling America 
Because the university is selling debt 

Because the sex shop is selling Disney 
Because the street is selling sleep 

Because the president is selling faith 
Because the frame shop is selling guns 

Because the juice bar is selling hash 
Because the bar is selling cocaine 
Because the theater is selling tears 

Because the gallery is selling revolution 
Because record is selling the past 

Because the cigarette is selling slavery 
Because the razor is selling rabbits 
Because the mirror is selling light 

Because the alcoholic is selling God 
Because the doctor is selling fear 
Because the lawyer is selling truth 

Because the landlord is selling nothing 
Because the psychiatrist is selling grief 

Because the divorcee is selling love 
Because the child is selling his parents 

Because the saint is selling vacation 
Because the poet is selling the spirit 

And the spirit is the woman 
And the woman is the music 
And the music is the magic 

And the magic has been lost 
Because the cops are selling the beat 
Because the beat is selling the bullets 
Because the bullets are selling blood 
Because the blood is selling the heart 
Because the heart is wrapped in skin 

Because the skin is selling a gift 
Because that gift was taken 

Because that gift was life 
Because the beat is selling time 

It never stops 
It never stops 
It never stops 

Jennifer Murphy 
Tribes Magazine, Issue # 10 
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The Boxer, C print by Ana Busto, Tribes Gallery solo exhibit, 2002 

THE STOOP 

The Stoop was instituted in 1991 by Steve Cannon and poet Bob Holman and inspired by the Nuyorican Poets Cafe. The Stoop functions as 
an informal weekly writing workshop networking session, mentoring opportunity and peer exchange for writers. The Stoop is available to any 

and all writers who wish to take part. The goal of this open forum is to help writers develop their skills and resources, providing them with 
professional direction as well as creative feedback from their elders and contemporaries. This free workshop reinforces the community-based 
ethos of Tribes: Each One, Teach One. The writers who benefit from this program often give back to the organization extensively through vol
unteer labor. 



THRUST, LEAVE 

SOMETHING COMFORTING HID IN THE LOCKED UP GREEN OF JACKSON SQUARE. AT NIGHT GUTTER-PUNKS TRY TO HOCK IT FOR A LIT

TLE OF WHAT THEY NEED. THEY DON'T HAVE TO SELL OUT, THEY ONLY HAVETA BUY THEIR WAY BACK ON THE RAILS. LOOSIN' SIGHT 

FOR A BITE OF BIEGNET. A TASTE OF DAY-OLD LOVE. 

I'VE WALKED THE RIVER WALK, WALKED IT RIPPED CHICKEN-WIRED. HEARD MEN AND WOMEN AND CHILDREN BET ME THAT THEY KNEW 

WHERE I GOT MY SHOES AND I NEVER PAID ATTENTION TO THE TALK, JUST WALKED ON ALONG BENCHES AND RIVER-BOATS WITH 

BITCHES WHO BELIEVED THEY WERE WITCHES AND VAMPIRES SUCKING THE PSYCHIC LIFE FORCE FROM MY SPEECH. 

IF YOU SWEEP THE FLOOR OF A GUTTER-PUNK CLUB HOUSE YOU MIGHT FALL IN. IF YOU TAKE INA DOG THIRTY-THREE'LL MOVE IN AND 

SIXTY-SIX'LL GET RUN OUT. THEY GET FAT OFFA' THE STENCH OF BOURBON STREET. I'VE SEEN THEM FROM DAUPHINE LIKE MONSTER 

TICKS READY TO BURST. LITTLE PUSTULES OF DISAPPOINTMENT. I'VE STEPPED OVER THEM, FED THEM, FOUGHT THEM, NURSED 

THEIR MOTHER-NEEDS, KICKED THEM UP AND OUT OF MY HEAD, ROLLED THEIR MEMORY AROUND MY TONGUE WHEN I THOUGHT I'D 

GIVEN UP THE TASTE OF LOSS FOREVER. 

IT'S SORTA LIKE STEALING STONES FROM MARIE LAVEAU'S GRAVE. YOU'RE NOT SUPPOSED TO BUT PEOPLE THRUST AND RECEIVE, 

DUST AND BELIEVE, LEAVE AND TRUST THAT THEY'LL NEVER BE BACK. BUT IT'S IN THE WATER, MORE SO CAUSE THERE'S A WHOLE 

CITY OF ASS HOLES AND CHEATERS LIVIN' BENEATH THOSE WATERS. THEY SHAKE HANDS LIKE THEY'RE HOLDIN' DEAD MEN FOR RAN

SOM. LIKE THEY'RE BEATIN' THEIR WHORES TO MAKE THEM WANT TO LIVE AGAIN. 

AT 12 O'CLOCK ON A SCHOOL DAY, THE SILVER AND GOLD CREOLE BABIES MAKING US LAUGH -SPINNING BICYCLE TIRES ON THEIR 

HEADS, TAP-RATS TAPING OE BOTTLE CAPS TO THEIR SNEAKERS, TRYING TO CON A NEW YORKER, MAKIN' MONEY FOR THEIR CRACK

HEAD MOMMAS WATCHING THEM, MAKING SURE NOT ONE COIN OR DOLLAR DISAPPEARS. 

A VANISHING ACT - LIKE LETTERS - LIKE "H" AND "A" ARE CODE FOR PEOPLE WHO DIE TOGETHER. SWEATING. STICKING TO BED -

SHEETS. SO NICE AND FREE; SPREADING THEIR LOVE AROUND UNSHEATHED. 

-SCRATCH THAT. THE ONLY POOL I PLAYED WAS WHEN WE CHASED EACH OTHER AROUND THE MARIGNY AND MADE LOVE IN THE HIDE 

OUT'S CORNER POCKET. 

LIKE THE TIME HE CAME BACK FOR A SECOND CHANCE AND ALL HE REALLY WANTED WAS ANOTHER CUP OF GUMBO. I UNHOOKED MY 

RIB-CAGE AND LET HIM OUT. 

I'VE BEEN MISTAKEN FOR BLACK PAPER AND STABBED UNTIL THE MOON BLED THROUGH. 

I'VE BEEN AFFECTIONATE WHERE MY GIFTS WERE BURIED BESIDE GIRLHOOD. 

I'VE BEEN A WOMAN WHO HAS SHUDDERED "BURN, BURN PLASTIC LIKENESS OF MYSELF." 

I CAUGHT THE PLANE, THE CAB, THE TRAIN, YOUR TEARS DODGING WHERE I FOUND STRENGTH. 

I KNIT MY EYES INTO A QUILT BETWEEN THE LEGS OF NEW YORK CITY AND ST. PHILLIP'S, NEW ORLEANS. 

I FELL IN THE CATHEDRAL'S BELL ONE GREEN-LIT NIGHT, WHEN HE SAID IT WASN'T SAFE AND I'VE BEEN JUST FINE, EVER SINCE. 

Amy Ouzoonian 
The Stoop 
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FlY BY NIGHT PRESS 

Tribes sponsors Fly by Night Press, which publishes books dedicated to emerging writers. Like the magazine, Fly By Night seeks to publish 
emerging and under-recognized writers of the highest quality and greatest diversity of style and voice. Currently, most Fly By Night Press titles 
are of poetry, and one book of photography by award-winning social documentary photographer, John Ranard . Ranard's book, Forty Pounds 
of Salt, chronicles his travel to Russia after the fall of the Berlin Wall. In the future, the press hopes to include fiction and other works of art. 

Cow's Heart, from the book, Forty Pounds of Salt, by John Ranard, published by Fly by Night Press, 1994 



lovelust 

eight-letter-dirty-word-compounded 

sheds heat 
presses my knees 
together 
to hold it in 
so I don't forget 

caveman hair yank 
lessons 
on Darwin, Freud 
got laid on white sheets 
for all to read 

be my teacher 
I want to play 
and be real bad 
it's what I like to do 

hooky 

I know how you like to get erect 
pupils 

No! now I turn woman 
wet with exclamation 
point howls in loud vowels 

oh baaaaaby!!! 

my red crescent parts in 
waves 
caught by cotton 

cloud on a string 
flies high nestled in 
thigh-sky 
shangri-la, inside 
man-made synthetic g-string 
vibrations 

pull it outta me 
and burrow in 
oh bloody hell 
smack me so I don't forget 
my animal side 
inside and outside 
runs wild 
circles 
eight-letter-dirty-words 
up and down 
us 

Anyssa Kim 
published by Fly by Night Press 
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Omni Series, Art and Genetics in a Digital Age, ultra-chrome digital prints, 

installation detail, by Chris Twomey, Tribes Gallery solo exhibit, 2004 



WEBSITE 

Tribes' website, www.tribes.org, includes information on all components of the organization: A Gathering of the Tribes Magazine, Tribes 
Gallery, The Stoop, Fly by Night Press, Events, and Reviews (book, film, and art). Log on to search our archives, learn about upcoming 
events, join our mailing list, purchase magazines and books, and obtain information about exhibiting artists and their art work. 

Untitled, painting by Hilary Maslon, Tribes Gallery exhibit, 2004 
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THE CHARLIE PARKER FESTIVAL 

Wing'in The Bird, poster by Delano Franklin, Charlie Parker Festiva/2000 
' \ 

Each year, Tribes presents a multi-dimensional arts celebration of the creative spirit of the American cultural hero, Charlie "Bird" Parker. In 1999, 
the event featured internationally renowned Sun Ra Arkestra, ten poets and spoken word performers, collaborative art installations by visual 
artists, a dancer, a video screening, and a OJ spinning records. It was a quintessentially Tribes event, mixing artists from every possible dis
cipline in celebration of a great artistic innovator. The disciplines were woven together throughout the program: video loops served as back
drop to the musicians, open mic poets threaded between musical and visual art performances, while the audience danced ecstatically to the 
DJ's synthesis of sounds. Over five hundred people attended the event. 



Leh Collage, by Susan Yung. Charlie Parker Festival, Tribes Gallery group exhibit, 2002 

RECOGNITION FOR TRIBES~ PROGRAM!MING 
Tribes has participated in collaborative programming with such institutions as Lincoln Center, where Lawrence "Butch" Morris staged his "Poet's 
Choir," and the Whitney Museum, where Tribes artists staged the play "En Vogue" as part of the Basquiat Retrospective. Poets from Tribes 
have performed at the St. Marks' Poetry Project, the Public Theater, the Nuyorican Poets Cafe, the Schomburg Center in Harlem, Barnes & 
Noble, and more recently at the Asian American Writers' Workshop and Borders Books. 
In the year 2000, Poets' House, City Lore, and St. Marks' Poetry Project considered Tribes to be an important enough venue on the literary 
scene of New York City to make the organization one of the sites for its People's Poetry Gathering, a weeklong citywide celebration. As part of 
the week long celebration Tribes hosted a massive 24-hour reading for that event, featuring over 200 writers. 
Besides sponsoring events in New York, Tribes has also cosponsored readings in cities as far as San Francisco, Los Angeles, Austin, New 
Orleans, and Chicago. The organization has even gone so far as to dispatch a few of its members abroad to stage poetry/dance performanc
es in Copenhagen, where they were greeted warmly by the Danish artistic community. During the holiday season last year, to much acclaim, 
Tribes joined hands with its sister organization, The House of Tribes Theater, to present Up Close and Personal with Wynton Marsalis. An encore 
presentation featuring Wynton Marsalis and his band, as well as Abby Lincoln, is scheduled to take place next summer. 
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Books Undone, artist books by Gulsen Galik, Tribes Gallery solo exhibit, 2004 
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Steve Cannon, Photo by Greg Fuch, 1999 

STEVE CANNON 

Originally from the cultural hotbed of New Orleans, Steve Cannon developed a taste for the arts at a very young age. An institution himself, 
Professor Cannon has been active in the multicultural artistic community on the Lower East Side in New York City for almost four decades. As 
Executive Director and founder of Tribes, Professor Cannon has been the central figure of the organization since its inception in 1991. He con
tinues to pave its artistic direction, despite having lost his eyesight over a decade ago, an unfortunate occurrence that has only served to sharp
en his vision and heighten his desire to advance the development of the arts. A retired professor of the humanities at Medgar Evers College in 
the CUNY system and the author of the underground classic Groove, Bang, and Jive Around, Professor Cannon is closely connected to artists 
and educators throughout the city. In the early 60's, he was heavily involved in Umbra, a consortium of primarily African American artists of all 
disciplines, including such literary luminaries as Ishmael Reed, Calvin Hernton, Victor Hernandez Cruz, and David Henderson. 
Since then, Umbra artists have served as founding members and advisors to Tribes. Besides holding court at Tribes, Professor Cannon also 
serves as the "Official Heckler" at the neighboring Nuyorican Poets Cafe, a brother organization, as well as an advisor to The House of Tribes 
Theater, a sister organization. In recent years, Professor Cannon extended has extended his influence across the Atlantic with his collabora
tion with Spanish curator Mireia Sentis. Together, they curated Humor and Rage, an exhibition featuring five minority American artists from 
diverse ethnic backgrounds, which was exhibited in 2001 at La Pedrera, the historical building designed by Gaudi , in Barcelona, Spain. 
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 

NEW YORK , N . Y. 10007 

January 29, 2004 

Mr. Steve Cannon 
A Gathering of the Tribes, Inc. 
285 East 3rd Street 
New York, New York 10009 

Dear Mr. Cannon: 

Thank you for the copy of A Gathering of the Tribes 
Magazine. It is always wonderful to learn more about the 
many cultures represented in our great City through artistic 
expression. I hope you enjoyed the Haitian Independence 
event at Gracie Mansion as much as I did. 

Again, many thanks for your kindness and best 
wishes for continued success. 

Sincerely, 

~'!.~ Mayor omberV 

MRB:bg 

TRIBES AND THE COMMUNITY 

Tribes reflects and celebrates the fluidity and diversity of contemporary society. Tribes' audience comprises every possible ethnic group, age 
group, religion and income level. The artists Tribes serves are similarly diverse. Tribes not only serves various communities, it actually creates 
a community. Artists bring their own audiences to Tribes for their events, where they meet and interact with Tribes' larger audience. 



BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Miguel Algarin 

Dominique Bachemin 

Randy Bloom 

Diane Burns 

Steve Cannon 

MaryS. Chen 

Kati Duncan 
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William Fiske 

Francis Greenburger 

Heidi Haas 

David Hammons 

AI Loving 

Hilary Maslon 

Terry McMillan 

Mary Minieka 

Lawrence D. Morris 

Ellen Raskin 

Ishmael Reed 

Quincy Troupe 

Christine Wang 

SOURCES OF FUNDING 
Tribes would like to thank the following organizations and private donors for their generosity, during the years 2002/2003: The Andy Warhol 
Foundation, The Francis Greenburger Foundation, The Golden Rule Foundation, The Jerome Foundation, The LEF Foundation, The New York 
City Department of Cultural Affairs (DCA), Jewish Communal Fund, Hilary Maslon Family Fund, New York State Council for the Arts (NYSCA), 
Bloomberg L.P., and other private donors. 
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Garbage Parade, paintings by Brian Leo, Tribes Gallery solo exhibit, 2003 
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